Supply List

Instructor:  Pam Churches
Dates:  10 a.m. - 3 p.m., Thursday, February 6th, March 5th, and April 2nd.

Project description:  Create a cute DIVA wall hanging while learning the details of your IQ designer. This project includes three months of hands on training. Finished size approximately 36" x 38 1/2". This wall hanging is digitized, embroidered, and quilted entirely on your machine!

You must have a Babylock Solaris, Altair, Meridian, Destiny II or Babylock Destiny with upgrades to participate in this class as the pattern is digitized in IQ Designer using a variety of fills.

Pattern provided in class
Fabric requirements
• 1 yard background fabric (cream or white for faces) cut into four fat quarters
• 1 yard fabric (solid or subtle print) to frame divas
• 1 yard border fabric
• 1/3 yard contrasting fabric for flanges and cornerstone
• 3 1/2" square scrap for flower on hat
• 1/3 yard fabric for binding
• 1 1/4 yard backing fabric
• Batting
• 2 yards Sew Lazy or Pellon SF 101 interfacing
• Medium Tear Away stabilizer or Stitch and Wash Stabilizer to fit your largest hoop (9 1/2" x 14" or 10 1/2 x 16") - there will be four hoopings
• Matching and contrasting embroidery threads for outline of lady, lips, lips outline, hat details and outlines, jewelry
• (26-30) 2-4mm Hot Fix crystals optional

Sewing supplies:
• Babylock embroidery machine, hoops, embroidery arm, embroidery foot and power cord. For last class you will need 1/4" foot and sewing supplies for machine including foot control
• Scan tablet with green magnets for Solaris and Destiny; phone with IQ Positioning app downloaded

PLEASE SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION!
• Stylus; Solaris machines will find a wired mouse very helpful
• Snowman positioning sticker for Solaris and Destiny
• Scissors, applique scissors
• Bobbins

Prior to class: Cut solid background fabric into four fat quarters; fuse Sew Lazy or Pellon SF101 to wrong side of fabric beginning in center and working to edge.

Since this is a long class, feel free to bring lunch and/or snacks